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1 The Problem

In this lecture we consider the topic of Anonymous Messaging. Namely, we want the ability for Bob to send
a message to Alice in a network and hide that Bob sent the message (even from Alice). More generally, we
want to enable a network in which messages can be passed so that it should not be possible to observe the
network and distinguish who is talking with who.

2 Threat Model

We first consider the threat model under which we want to maintain anonymity.

• Sender is trusted.

• Recipient is trusted with content of the message but curious who is sending it.

• Global network attackers that could be active.

• At least one mixer is honest (mixers will be defined later).

Note that this is a very strong adversary that has global access to the network and can see all messages
passed, timing, etc. We want that all messages remain anonymous even against an adversary with this
power.

For contrast, Tor attempts to attempts to achieve anonymity against a local attacker. By stripping
IP addresses, a local adversary would not see which user communicated with which other user. However,
a global adversary could analyze the message traffic of the whole network and recover which users were
contacting which other users. Namely, the message paths are preserved and traceable even though the IP
addresses are not attached.

3 Security Goal

We would like that Alice, the network, the attacker, and the mixers to not know the sender. Generally, we
would like no part of the system to know who is talking to who. By this we mean that nothing is gleaned
more than what could be gleaned from an idealized scenario where all you can see is who sent a message
and when along with who received a message and when, but no path of the messages whatsoever.

Note that if there’s only Alice and Bob, then this hides nothing since we can still see the fact that
Bob sent a message and that Alice received one which leaves little ambiguity as to what sender-recipient
transaction just occurred. That is, our scenario is best understood as a large batch of messages being sent
and received and anonymity is considered with respect to not being distinguishable from any other party
who sent/received a message.
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4 Mixnets

In 1981 David Chaum introduced one solution to anonymous messaging achieving the security goal under
the threat model above: mixnets [1]. This will be secure under the assumption of the existence of public key
cryptography.

4.1 Public Key Commitment Schemes

Namely we consider the public key encryption algorithm Enc, with public key k and private key k−1 produced
by algorithm Setup on security parameter κ, having the following properties:

1. Semantic security:

For deterministic encryption algorithm Enck(r,m) taking randomness r and message m should be
semantically secure in the usual definition over randomness r. We make randomness r explicit for the
next property.

2. Binding:

For ciphertext Enck(r,m) = y, we can now use deterministic Enc to reveal r and m so that it is easily
verifiable that y is in face Enck(r,m) under the publicly known k. Further it should hold that ∀ ppt
adversary, Adv,

Pr[k, k−1 ← Setup(κ);m1, r1,m2, r2 ← Adv(κ): m1 6=m2 and Enck(r1,m1) = Enck(r2,m2)] = neg(κ)

That is, it should be hard for any randomized algorithm to find any other way to produce the same
ciphertext besides revealing the original r and m used to create it.

In cryptography, an algorithm with these two properties is called a commitment scheme. We now use
this commitment scheme to implement mixnets.

4.2 A Single Mixer Mixnet

We start considering a mixnet with a single “mixer.” That is, consider the first and only mixer as a trusted
machine with its own public key/private key pair k1, k

−1
1 .

Now for Bob to send message m to Alice, who has public key/private key pair kA, k
−1
A , he chooses

randomness r0 and creates the ciphertext c0 = EnckA
(r0,m) just to hide his actual message. For anonymity,

he then further wraps it under the mixer’s public key for the mixer to mix; that is, he chooses randomness
r1 and sends c1 = Enck1(r1, [c0, A]). Now, the mixer can decrypt c1 using its private key k−11 and get c0 and
label A to simply pass forward c0 to A, Alice.

Of course this is silly with only one message in the system since it can be seen that Bob sent a message
and Alice received one and the mixer did nothing. The anonymous messaging comes when there is a large
batch of messages being sent, in which case each receiver follows to the above protocol for their intended
recipient and sends it to the mixer. The mixer then can decrypt from its private key and send the messages
appropriately.

Since, by semantic security, the double-encrypted messages have no discernible relation to the single-
encrypted message once the mixer peels off one layer of encryption, the messages incoming to mixer cannot
be discerned from the messages the come out of the mixer. This ensures that it is impossible to tell who
sent who which message efficiently so long as public key cryptography exists.

Note that that mixer does in fact know exactly who sent who which message though. We will fix this by
introducing multiple mixers.

4.3 Mixnets With Multiple Mixers

Multiple mixers can hide sender-to-recipient relations (even from the mixers) so long as not every single
mixer gets compromised and colludes. We do this from a simple generalization of the single mixer mixnet.
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Figure 1: By nesting the message in a layer of encryptions using the keys of each mixer, they can peel the
encryptions off one by one and shuffle the messages so that the message path can only be traced if one has
the private keys of every mixer

Namely, we encrypt under each mixer’s public key so that each mixer can peel its own layer of encryption
off with its personal private key by the time the batch gets to it. The main ingredient with multiple mixers
in hiding the how messages are sent layer to layer is simply to shuffle the messages before passing them to
the next mixer. A random permutation would suffice but, since the each layered encryption is semantically
secure and so random-looking, we can simply sort the batch lexicographically and pass it to the next mixer.
This can be seen in Figure 1 as seen on [2].

More precisely, mixer number i has public key/private key pair ki and k−1i and the ciphertext meant to
send to, say, Alice is further encrypt along with Alice’s label multiple times with each public key of each
mixer so that the outermost layer of encryption is with mixer 1’s k1.

By the same reasoning as for a single mixer, this fully hides which message goes to which position at
each layer when considering a single batch of messages. Further, since each mixer only knows its own private
key, and each layer is unwrapping another semantically secure encryption, each individual mixer has no
knowledge of how the messages were shuffled in each of the other mixers. Thus, no single mixer knows the
sender-recipient relation and, in fact, no collusion of mixers does either unless all of them collude or are
compromised.

4.4 Multiple Batches and Man in the Middle

Lastly, for security we need to consider multiple batches of messages being sent over time. Namely, if Bob
sends a message to Alice in one batch just as described, this is secure. However, if a man in the middle
watched this first round and saw Bob send that message (not knowing where it went to), he could duplicate
that message and resend it at a later batch. Then he can look at the outgoing messages at the end and see
if there’s any message that was sent in the original batch. That is, he wouldn’t know what the plaintext
message is but he would see a duplicate message coming out that came out before and he would see that
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that message went to Alice. Thus, he learns Bob talked to Alice in the original batch.
This is easily taken care of by simply having the mixers eliminate duplicates across batches. This

unfortunately makes mixnets inherently stateful although state sizes can be limited via hashes or by having
epochs to forget by. Thus, the process by which each mixer will go through is as follows:

• Gather batch (needs statefulness via hashes and all that (epochs to limit state size))

• Eliminate duplicates across batches

• Decrypts

• Sort alphabetically and outputs

5 Integrity

As a further desirable quality we answer the following questions: How can a sender prove mixer did not
deliver message?

We will answer this question by using the encryption’s binding property. With this property from our
commitment scheme a sender can show that a message was put into the mixnet. This is done by requiring
mixers to provide a receipt for each batch i.e. it should digitally sign each batch of messages it receives (which
is also doable with public key cryptography). Thus, a recipient will obviously know if they didn’t receive a
message but it is now verifiable that a multiply-encrypted version of the message came in via the mixers’
signatures and Bob’s reveal of his binding randomness that it was in fact the message multiply-encrypted.

Note that this gives up anonymity to reveal that Bob’s message was mishandled

6 Responding

Now that Alice has received a message from Bob, is it possible for her to respond even though she doesn’t
know who sent it? We will show a simple to show that this is a possibility.

Since Alice doesn’t know she’s sending to Bob she can’t encrypt her plaintext message with Bob’s public
key kB so that he can open the message in the end. Thus, if Bob wants a response he should create a
temporary public key k′B before his initial message to Alice and include it in the message to her. This way
her response can be encrypted with this key that she doesn’t know to whom it belongs yet he still has the
corresponding private key to decrypt when he receives the ciphertext.

Further, Alice doesn’t know which label to include in her message for so that the last mixer can know who
to send it to. This is fixed by adding more to the initial message as well. Namely, Bob encrypts his identity
under the mixers’ public keys and includes this encryption in the message as well. Thus, even though Alice
doesn’t know who it’s being sent to, the mixers can use their private keys to decrypt the layers of Bob’s
identity until the final mixer knows Bob’s label and can send it to him.

Finally the mixer’s should encrypt Alice’s message again with his temporary key k′B so that when the
message is sent to Bob at the end Alice can’t recognize it as her own ciphertext she sent.

Thus by including a temporary public key and an encryption of his identity, Bob gives enough information
for Alice to respond without knowing who she is responding to.
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